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1. INTRODUCTION 
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Welcome to the carbonTRACK installer network, this manual is provided to give qualified electricians the 

training and certification required to be able to install the full range of carbonTRACK energy monitoring 

products and installations. 

After completing this training and assessment you will be able to: 

- Plan and scope a carbonTRACK installation 

- Choose the correct carbonTRACK unit and peripherals for each job based on its individual 

requirements 

- Carry out a full installation of a CT100i & CT200i  

- Fully test and certify an installation 

- Provide accurate information to clients on how their carbonTRACK system works 

- Provide accurate information to carbonTRACK to make sure all customer details and job details 

are correct 

1.1 WHAT IS CARBONTRACK 

carbonTRACK is an energy monitoring and management solution that can help you reduce your power 

bills as well as reducing carbon emissions for a greener future. 

carbonTRACK measures solar energy consumption, mains consumption and solar export (if applicable). 

Being empowered with this information helps you make more informed decisions on when you use your 

electricity e.g. turning on an electric pool pump when the solar load is low etc. 

carbonTRACK also provides switching services. This can be used for any sub-circuit level device, for 

example; 

- Hot water services 

- Air-conditioners (If mechanically operated; not units operated by remote) 

- Power circuits (ONLY non-essential circuits, not recommended on fridge circuit or life support 

circuits) 

- Light circuits (Not recommended) 

- Pool circuits 

- Spa circuits 

These services can be managed in multiple ways by the homeowner: 

- Manually turning circuits on or off 

- Setting up a multi-stage timer schedule  

- Use our smart control service for hot water systems 

1.2 SMART CONTROL 

The Smart control requires a temperature probe to be installed in the hot water system to measure the current 

tank temperature. carbonTRACK then uses this information to intelligently optimise the hot water system’s 

heating cycles. 
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All of these end-user features can be accessed by visiting the http://my.carbontrack.com.au/ web interface, 

or via the carbonTRACK app for iPhone and Android. 

NOTE: the “app” for both iPhone and Android devices is unsuitable for installers as it does not provide the 

full amount of functionality required for commissioning. Installers must use the web interface. 

1.3 CONTINUOUS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (CPD) PROGRAM 

carbonTRACK, along with the Clean Energy Council, has developed an online training module as a part of 

the CPD program to ensure maximum learning with no investment. It has online video tutorials with a short 

follow-up assessment (that is free of cost and you can complete it in your own time before carrying out a 

carbonTRACK installation).  

The CPD program enables installers to maintain their current knowledge base, and encourages continuous 

updating of skills and knowledge. It also helps them to install correctly, offer customers the most up-to-

date technology and installation options and stay informed about changes and updates to Australian 

Standards. By providing a framework for all Clean Energy Council-accredited installers to undergo 

continuous training, the CPD program also contributes to overall improvements in the standard of work in 

the energy management industry. 

Once the training module has been successfully completed by an installer, they must submit the certificate 

to the Clean Energy Council directly. The council authorities will then check it against the accredited course. 

Once that it is done, they assign the designated CPD points on the installer’s license/ certificate. For 

completing carbonTRACK installation videos and assessment, the installers are awarded 35 points towards 

their solar license. 

  

http://my.carbontrack.com.au/
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1.4 REGULATIONS 

In Australia, all installations, maintenance or modifications of any sub circuit MUST adhere to the 

AS/NZS-3000 wiring rules, as well as all other relevant regulations.  

All cable insulator colours should correspond with their correct use.  

- RED, WHITE OR BLUE for ACTIVE  

- BLACK OR BLUE for NEUTRAL 

- GREEN/YELLOW for EARTH 

- RED + WHITE for SWITCHING SERVICES 

 

All conductors and sub-circuits must be suitably rated and protected against overcurrent by use of 

circuit breakers or fuses.  

The installation of a carbonTRACK unit in Victoria is considered “Non-prescribed” work, thus a “Non-

Prescribed certificate of electrical safety” MUST be issued for each install.  

If you are installing the carbonTRACK unit at the time of a solar installation then the carbonTRACK portion 

of the install may be inserted into the “Prescribed” CES.  

1.5 AUDITING 

The safety of all installers and clients is carbonTRACKs top priority. Accuracy and reliability of our 

products is also critically important. 

In the interest of quality control and safety, carbonTRACK will audit installations completed by third 

parties. This will consist of two components –  

- Live audit – carbonTRACK employee will oversee a full installation by third party installers and 

generate a report based on install quality and safety 

- Post Audit – carbonTRACK employee will inspect a ratio of completed jobs by each installer 

and check for correct installation and safety hazards.  

There are three categories for an Audit fail, CAT I, CAT II and CAT III.  

1.5.1 CATEGORY I 

A CAT I non-compliance is a failure to meet AS/NZS-3000 wiring rules which presents an immediate 

safety risk. This must be remedied immediately by the carbonTRACK auditor making it safe and rectifying 

the issue.  

One CAT I non-compliance will require further investigation of previous installs by carbonTRACK. The 

installer will not be permitted to undertake further installations until advised by carbonTRACK. 

1.5.2 CATEGORY II 
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A CAT II non-compliance is an issue that renders the carbonTRACK unit inoperable or not able to function 

correctly, but is not an immediate safety risk. This must be rectified as soon as possible by the third party 

and carbonTRACK must be notified via email with pictures once the issue is rectified. 

1.5.3 CATEGORY III 

A CAT III non-compliance is a minor issue that does not impose an immediate safety risk, or stops the 

carbonTRACK unit from functioning as normal. This consists of incorrect labelling, housekeeping, not 

informing customer, etc. 

carbonTRACK reserves the right to immediately blacklist any installer from further installing any 

carbonTRACK product if an installation has been found to have an immediate CAT I safety risk, the 

installer fails a live audit with a CAT I non-compliance, or the installer has had a number of CAT II or CAT 

III non-compliances or audit fails against them. This is entirely at carbonTRACKs discretion. 

1.6 STANDARD UNIT COMPSITION 

The standard unit composition of all carbonTRACK units (CT100i & CT200i) is: 

- 1 * unit (CT100i & CT200i) 

- 2 * 60A current clamps 

- 1 * packet of screws 

NOTE: The CT200i does not come standard with a weatherproof enclosure, this will need to be ordered 

separately. 

NOTE: All extras can be purchased from carbonTRACK. 
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2. INSTALLATION INFORMATION 

2.1 PICKING THE RIGHT CARBONTRACK UNIT FOR THE RIGHT JOB 

When planning an installation of a carbonTRACK unit it is important to assess the installation for unit 

eligibility. Here are a few key steps for choosing the correct unit. 

There are currently two models of carbonTRACK devices. Please note that the below images show the only 

orientation carbonTRACK devices should be mounted in. 

 

                   CT100i                                CT200i (Grey Enclosure)              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CT200i (Black Enclosure) 
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2.2 POWER MEASURING 

The CT100i unit is designed to measure each of the following types of installations 

- Single Phase mains 

- Single Phase mains + Single phase inverter 

- 3 Phase mains consumption (With no solar) 

- 2 individual sub-circuits of the same phase + Solar (same phase) 

- 3 individual sub-circuits of the same phase (With no solar) 

 

NB: The CT100i is unable to measure 3 phase mains + solar. 

The CT200i unit is designed to measure each of the following types of installations 

- Single phase mains 

- Single phase mains + Single phase Solar 

- 2 phase mains 

- 3 phase mains 

- 3 phase mains + Single phase Solar 

- 3 phase mains + 3 phase Solar (with the use of only 4 current clamps) 

- 3 individual sub-circuits of the same phase + Solar (same phase) 

 

2.3 TARIFFS 

2.3.1 OFF-PEAK 

Due to each installation having different wiring, tariffs and switching, if you are installing a switching 

service on an off-peak load you must check what tariff they are on.  

For example, if the installation has an off-peak service that is switched by a distributor timer or ripple 

controller then carbonTRACK will only be able to switch off-peak loads within those times. 

2.3.2 SOLAR 

Solar tariffs may also differ from state to state. In some states, distributors measure solar as “Gross” OR 

“Net”. 

“GROSS” SOLAR METERING is where all solar generation is metered and the customer is paid a feed-in 

tariff for all metered solar generation (customers may refer to this as “Exporting” 100% of their solar). The 

customer will pay for all electricity consumed in their property at peak/off peak tariffs. 

 

To measure this type of installation, the mains current clamp must be installed around the mains cable at 

the Main Switch only, and the Solar clamp must be installed around the Solar Main Switch only. Do not 

connect the mains clamp around the consumer mains before the split to mains and solar meters. 
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Using the diagnostic application on this installation may display unusual readings such as mains 

consumption not decreasing as solar generation increases. This is normal as it is part of the designated tariff. 

“NET” SOLAR METERING is done by connecting the solar system directly to the installations’ sub-

circuits, this allows the installation to use all of their solar generation within their house and any extra is 

then exported to the grid.  

To measure this type of installation, place the mains clamp around all incoming mains at the main switches 

(including off-peak) and placing the solar clamp around the solar main switch. 

Please see section “Wiring Examples” for a more detailed diagram. 

2.4 CURRENT CLAMP SPECIFICATIONS 

2.4.1 SIZING 

carbonTRACK has multiple sizes of current clamps. The most frequently used are the 60Amp clamps. 

These are suitable for any cable/service up to 16mm or 60A. 

NOTE: Each unit is calibrated to a 60A current clamp. If bigger clamps are required for larger currents, 

please contact carbonTRACK for assistance 

Below: 60A Current Clamps. Version 1 (Black) and Version 2 (Blue) 

 

 

 

2.4.2 ORIENTATION 

All current clamps must be connected in the correct orientation. The two images below show the current 

direction (Red Arrow) in relation to the clamp orientation.  

Both current clamps have arrows printed on them to assist with orientation. On rare occasions current 

clamps may be wired in reverse from manufacturing, this will be found when testing with the 

commissioning interface. 
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Following the right hand grip rule is generally the best way to test the orientation 

 

2.5 TEMPERATURE SENSORS 

There are two types of temperature sensors that can be used with carbonTRACK: 

- Analogue - Analogue temperature sensors have a maximum of two per carbonTRACK unit, these 

can be placed into “Temp 1” and “Temp 2” ports 

- Digital - Digital temperature sensors have a maximum of eight per carbonTRACK unit, these can 

be split into 4 sensors into “Temp 1” and 4 sensors into “Temp 2” 

These can measure various temperatures, for example: 

- Ambient temperature 
- Hot water temperature (Provide basic temperature statistics to dashboard) 
- Hot water temperature (Smart switching control) 
- Fridge/cool room temperature 
- Air-conditioner temperature. Etc. 

Both the temperature probes come in pre-cut lengths 

- Analogue – 15m 

- Digital – 20m & 40 m 

Always ensure you switch the “ANA”/ “DIG” switch on the CT unit to the appropriate setting when 

installing temperature probes. 

 

2.6 SWITCHING FUNCTIONALITY 

The CT100i and CT200i units have the capability of adding in up to three circuit-level switching services. 

The CT100i uses separate plug in relays, whereas the CT200i uses built in relays. 

The most important part of choosing a circuit to switch is to make sure that the circuit breaker currently 

feeding the circuit in question is rated at no more than 20Amps.  
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20 Amps is the maximum current that carbonTRACK has allowed the relays to switch 

and must not for any reason be exceeded. 

To switch loads over 20A, an external contactor must be used which can be switched by 

the carbonTRACK relay. 

 

All switching services and conductors MUST be suitably protected against overcurrent faults. 

CT100i Relay                 CT200i Relays    

2.6.1 SWITCHING BYPASS 

Due to the nature of switching switchboard level circuits, carbonTRACK has a requirement that ALL 

switched services must have a bypass switch installed for each switched service. 

This is done by adding in a bypass isolation switch (suitably sized) 

NOTE: This must be installed in PARALLEL with the switching service. If for any reason the 

carbonTRACK unit fails to energise the relay, the customer can switch the circuit to “Manual” and bypass 

the carbonTRACK unit until a technician can attend.  

Also ensure that the customer (if present) is made aware of the location and functionality of the bypass 

switch and which circuit it controls. 

3. INSTALLATION PROCESS 

3.1 PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKLIST 

The first steps BEFORE carrying out a carbonTRACK installation are:  

1) Ensuring that you are at the right address; 

2) That you have all the materials and CT units required to complete the task, 

3) Explain to the customer what you are on site for and that there may be power disruptions. 

Each installation will require a minimum of: 

a) CarbonTRACK unit(s) (including current clamps)  

Relay 1 

    ID 0 

Relay 2 

    ID 1 

Relay 3 

   ID 2 

12v Coil 12v Coil cable 240v Contacts 240v Contacts 
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1 2 x current clamps for single phase mains and single phase solar  

2 4 x current clamps for 3 phase mains and 1 or 3 phase solar 

b) Device with internet connection to commission CT unit via http://my.carbontrack.com.au/  

commissioning interface 

c) Twin core & earth cable –To power the carbonTRACK unit. (Red + Black + Green/Yellow 

ONLY 1.5mm or above, as long as it is suitably protected by an overcurrent device) 

d) Twin active – To use for a switching service. (Red + White ONLY 1.5mm or greater, this must 

not be a lower current rating than the circuits’ overcurrent protection.) 

e) Bypass isolation switch (suitably sized) 

f) 25mm MD corrugated conduit + half saddles,  

g) Silicone 

h) Green concrete plugs,  

i) Appropriate screws for concrete plugs,  

j) 25mm corrugated glands etc. 

TOOLS & METERS 

k) Phase rotation meter 

l) Multimeter 

m) Load tester (Hair Dryer) 

n) Android phone or tablet (If using serial interface) 

o) FTDI cable (If using serial interface) 

p) Masonry drill bits for mounting devices as well as 25mm bit for coring cable hole 

q) 25mm hole saw 
 

EXTRA MATERIALS 

r) 10dBi antenna (If required)  

s) Antenna extension (if required) 

t) Extra current clamps (if required) 

u) Switching Kits (if required) 

 

 

4. INSTALLATION 

4.1 SITE ASSESSMENT 

 

a) Complete the “TAKE 5” site safety inspection 

 

b) Locate the meter panel, switchboard and solar main switch(if applicable) 

 

c) Visually inspect and test all metal surfaces or exposed components are de-energised upon 

approach, this is to ensure there are no live exposed parts 

 

d) Assess around the switchboard (within 1.5 meters) for the best location to install the unit for 

mounting options and cable routing, also ensure the carbonTRACK unit is installed in the correct 

orientation 

http://my.carbontrack.com.au/
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e) Remove the escutcheon panel and visually identify the circuits that are to be measured and/or 

switched 

 

f) If measuring mains consumption, ALL incoming mains must be measured. This means not just 

peak usage, but any off-peak mains. To do this, you can: 

a. Attach the mains clamp BEFORE the mains split to the peak and off-peak meters; or 

b. Attach another clamp around the off-peak mains and enable the clamp as “usage” in the 

commissioning interface. This ensures all current drawn from the consumer mains is 

measured. 

 

g) Make sure the circuits you are measuring will fit into the current clamps and are suitably rated 

before commencement. If they are not suitable then you MUST call carbonTRACK support to 

see if the job requires larger current clamps. This may be a specialty job. DO NOT TRY AND 

FORCE CURRENT CLAMPS ON THE WIRE, this will result is damage to the clamp. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2 INSTALLATION TYPES FOR CT100I AND CT200I UNITS 

4.2.1 STANDARD INSTALLATIONS: CT100I 

5.2.1.1 Single or three phase mains monitoring with no solar  

5.2.1.2 Single phase mains and Single phase solar  

4.2.2 NON-STANDARD INSTALLATIONS: CT100I 

5.2.2.1 Off peak (controlled) loads single phase (in addition to standard installation practices) 

5.2.2.2 Off peak (controlled) loads three phase 

4.2.3 ADDITIONAL: CT100I 

5.2.3.1 Switching 

5.2.3.2 Aerial extensions Antenna upgrade 

4.2.4 STANDARD INSTALLATIONS: CT200I 

5.2.4.1 Single or three phase mains monitoring with no solar  

5.2.4.2 Single phase mains and Single phase solar   

5.2.4.3 Three phase mains and single phase solar  

5.2.4.4 Three phase mains and three phase solar  
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4.2.5 NON-STANDARD INSTALLATION: CT200I 

5.2.5.1 Off peak (controlled) loads single phase (in addition to standard installation practices) 

5.2.5.2 Off peak (controlled) loads three phase 

5.2.5.3 Off peak (controlled) loads three phase + solar 

4.2.6 GENERAL NON-STANDARD INSTALLATIONS 

5.2.6.1 Multiple single phase inverters 

5.2.6.2 Solar connected to sub-board (e.g. shed) 

5.2.6.3 Two phase mains 

5.2.6.4 Multiple single circuits 

4.2.7 ADDITIONAL: 

5.2.7.1 Switching 

5.2.7.2 Aerial extensions Antenna upgrade 

4.2.8 TESTING AND COMMISSIONING: 

5.2.8.1 Associating unit with a customer 

5.2.8.2 Setting up unit switching and configuration 

5.2.8.3 Mandatory measurement tests 

5.2.8.4 Mandatory Switching test 

 

 

 

4.2.1 STANDARD INSTALLATIONS: CT100I 

4.2.1.1 SINGLE AND THREE PHASE MAINS MONITORING WITH NO SOLAR 

a) Assess area around switchboard for suitable place (within 2m of switchboard) to mount the unit 

b) Mark and drill mounting holes in unit cover and drill mounting holes and 25mm hole for 

switchboard entry (in a suitable location) 

c) Run 1 or 3x Current clamps (labelled at both ends for identification e.g. 1 for phase 1, 2 for phase 

2 and 3 for phase three) and a suitably sized twin and earth cable to match the rating of the circuit 

breaker being use to power the unit (not smaller than 1.5mm2). Use mechanical protection where 

required (corrugated conduit) 

d) Current clamps must be run with the current clamp end in the switchboard and the Molex heads 

in the unit 

e) Terminate the twin and earth at the unit into the circuit breaker and terminals provided  

f) Terminate the twin and earth at the switchboard into a suitable rated breaker (label the circuit 

breaker with the carbonTRACK sticker provided for identification and isolation purposes) 

g) Clamp the mains clamp/s around the main active/s taking note of the current direction indicated 

on the current clamp (if a three phase installation, check the phase rotation with a phase rotation 

meter and identify if it is standard or non-standard rotation) 

h) If a Three phase installation, the first current clamp must be clamped on the same phase the unit 

has been powered from 
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i) If a Three phase installation, the second and third mains clamps must follow the first, matching 

the phase rotation (e.g. if the first clamp is on red phase, for standard phase rotation, clamp two 

will be white and clamp 3 will be blue. If it is non-standard phase rotation, clamp two will be blue 

and clamp three will be white) 

j) Plug the first mains current clamp cable into the port labelled 6  

k) For a Three phase installation plug the second and third mains current clamp cables into the ports 

labelled 7 and 8  

l) Plug the voltage sensor cable into the port labelled voltage sensor  

m) With the units’ circuit breaker in the off position, plug in the 6 pin power cable into the port 

labelled power supply. The light at the top of the unit should come on, turn the units circuit 

breaker on and using a multimeter test for 240V supply 

n) Test and commission unit (see, Testing and commissioning) 

o) Once the unit is successfully tested and commissioned, seal any holes made in the unit with 

silicone to maintain the IP rating and seal any switchboard holes with fire rated sealant   

 

NOTE: Schematic is provided in Appendices 3  

 

 

 

4.2.1.2 SINGLE PHASE MAINS SINGLE PHASE SOLAR 

a) Assess area around switchboard for suitable place (within 2m of switchboard) to mount the unit 

b) Mark and drill mounting holes in unit cover and drill mounting holes and 25mm hole for 

switchboard entry (in a suitable location) 

c) Run 2x Current clamps (labelled at both ends for identification e.g. 1 for mains 2 for solar) and a 

suitably sized twin and earth cable to match the rating of the circuit breaker being used to power the 

unit (not smaller than 1.5mm2). Use mechanical protection where required (corrugated conduit) 

d) Current clamps must be run with the current clamp end in the switchboard and the Molex heads in 

the unit 

e) Terminate the twin and earth at the unit into the circuit breaker and terminals provided  

f) Terminate the twin and earth at the switchboard into a suitable rated breaker (label the circuit 

breaker with the carbonTRACK sticker provided for identification and isolation purposes) 

g) Clamp the mains clamp around the main active taking note of the current direction indicated on the 

current clamp 

h) Clamp the solar clamp around the solar active taking note of the current direction indicated on the 

current clamp (the direction of current flow is from the invertor to the main active) 

i) Plug the mains current clamp cable into the port labelled 6  

j) Plug the solar current clamp cable into the port labelled 7  

k) Plug the voltage sensor cable into the port labelled voltage sensor  

l) With the units’ circuit breaker in the off position, plug in the 6 pin power cable into the port 

labelled power supply. The light at the top of the unit should come on  

m) Turn the units circuit breaker on and using a multimeter test for 240V supply 

n) Test and commission unit (see, Testing and commissioning) 

o) Once the unit is successfully tested and commissioned, seal any holes made in the unit with silicone 

to maintain the IP rating and seal any switchboard holes with fire rated sealant. 
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NOTE: Schematic is provided in Appendices 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.2 NON-STANDARD INSTALLATIONS CT100I 

4.2.2.1 OFF PEAK (CONTROLLED) LOADS SINGLE PHASE 

Option 1 

a) Install the CT100i unit as instructed in Single phase mains and Single phase solar and single 

phase mains monitoring sections 

b) If able, when clamping the mains current clamp over the main active cable, clamp over the mains 

active before the isolation link, on the line side of the isolation link. This will measure the 

complete load drawn in the installation 

Option 2 

a) Install the CT100i unit as instructed in Single phase mains and Single phase solar and single 

phase mains monitoring sections 

b) If unable to clamp the main active cable before the isolation link, clamp both the mains active 

cable, and the controlled load active cable with the same clamp. Ensure that the current flow of 

both cables is in the same direction and clamped correctly according to the current clamps’ 

indicated direction of current flow 

Option 3 

a) Install the CT100i unit as instructed in Single phase mains and Single phase solar and single 

phase mains monitoring sections 

b) If unable to install using option 1 or 2, run an additional current clamp 

c) The first mains clamp will be clamped on the main active only and inserted into port6 

d) The additional current clamp will be clamped on the controlled load active only and inserted into 

port 3 

OFF PEAK (CONTROLLED) LOADS THREE PHASE – NO SOLAR 

Option 1 

a) Install the CT100i unit as instructed in Single or three phase mains monitoring with no solar 

(CT100i) 
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b) If able, when clamping the mains current clamp over the main active cable, clamp over the mains 

active before the isolation link, on the line side of the isolation link. This will measure the 

complete load drawn in the installation 

Option 2 

a) Install the CT100i unit as instructed in Single or three phase mains monitoring with no solar 

(CT100i) 

b) If unable to clamp the main active cable before the isolation link, clamp both the mains active 

cable, and the controlled load active cable with the same clamp. Ensure that the current flow of 

both cables is in the same direction and clamped correctly according to the current clamps’ 

indicated direction of current flow 

c) Ensure you clamp the controlled load active with the correct phase main active 

 

4.2.3 ADDITIONAL: CT100I 

4.2.3.1 SWITCHING  

Assess the switchboard for circuits that can be switched 

a) The relays the CT100i uses are N/O 20A rated relays- circuits must be 20A or less in order to be 

switched. There is a maximum of three relays per unit 

b) Examples of circuits that are suitable rated that can be switched are, lighting, power, pool-pumps, 

air conditioners, electric hot water systems… 

c) If switching air conditioning, it is important to ensure that the air conditioning unit does not fall 

back onto a stand-by setting when switched off and on again at a circuit level. Always check the 

function of an air conditioning unit before switching. The owner must be home for this to take 

place  

Once a suitable circuit has been identified and the owner agrees to have it switched you can proceed: 

a) By pass switches must be installed for each switch in parallel  

b) Run suitably sized twin active cable (1 per switch and 1 per bypass switch if external weather 

proof switch is required) from the unit to the switchboard 

c) Fix the supplied relay/s to the inside of the CT100i unit, above the units’ circuit breaker 

d) At the unit connect the twin active, using the provided spade terminals, to the relay/s (non-

polarity conscious)  

e) At the switchboard end, remove the load side cable of the circuit being switched and power the 

red of the twin active from the load side of the circuit breaker. The bypass switch must also be 

powered from the load side of the circuit breaker 

f) The other cable from the twin active/s will be connected with the load cable, of the circuit being 

switched using a screw connector 

External bypass switch 
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a) To install an external bypass switch, run a twin active in parallel with the relay twin active (see 

diagram) 

Circuit breaker bypass switch 

a) To install a circuit breaker bypass switch, run in parallel with the relay using suitably rated 

building wire (with-in switchboard)  

b) All Switching must be tested using both the relay and bypass switch before leaving site (see 

Testing and commissioning, Mandatory Switching test) 

Note: Bypass switches must be fed from the same circuit breaker that controls the load being 

switched to avoid a duel feed 

NOTE: Schematic is provided in Appendices 4 & 5 

 

4.2.3.2 AERIAL EXTENSIONS AND ANTENNA UPGRADE 

If reception in the area is insufficient you can install an aerial extension 

AERIAL EXTENSIONS 

a) De-energise the circuit breaker in the CT100i unit and unplug all of the cables carefully (take note 

of where they were to avoid confusion later) 

b) Remove the CT100i unit from the enclosure 

c) Unscrew the back of the CT100i unit using a security bit (size CR-V J-10) 

d) Carefully remove the circuit board and locate the antenna  

e) Remove the antenna and screw on the aerial extension 

f) Replace the back cover, bringing the aerial extension cable out above the switch (see picture) 

g) Replace the CT100i unit, and screw the antenna onto the extension 

h) Plug the cables back in and turn the units’ circuit breaker on 

 

 

ANTENNA UPGRADE 

If reception is still insufficient a larger antenna may be fitted: 

a) Disconnect both battery and 240v supple to the unit 

a) For CT100i unit turn off the circuit breaker and remove the 6pin Molex power supply plug from 

the unit.  

b) The lights should turn off 

c) Unscrew the antenna from the aerial extension 

d) Drill a 6.5mm hole in the side of the enclosure in one of the corners (ensure the aerial extension 

cable will reach before drilling the hole) 

e) Feed the aerial extension cable end through the hole and secure using the spring washer and nut 

provided with the aerial extension 
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f) Screw the larger 10dB aerial onto the aerial extension and silicone the penetration inside to 

maintain the IP rating 

g) Re-energize the unit 

4.2.4 STANDARD INSTALLATIONS CT200I 

4.2.4.1 SINGLE AND THREE PHASE MAINS MONITORING WITH NO SOLAR 

a) Assess area around switchboard for suitable place (within 2m of switchboard) to mount the unit 

b) Mark and drill mounting holes in unit cover and drill mounting holes and 25mm hole for 

switchboard entry (in a suitable location) 

c) Run 1 or 3x Current clamps (labelled at both ends for identification e.g. 1 for phase 1, 2 for phase 2 

and 3 for phase three) and a suitably sized twin and earth cable to match the rating of the circuit 

breaker being use to power the unit (not smaller than 1.5mm2). Use mechanical protection where 

required (corrugated conduit) 

d) Current clamps must be run with the current clamp end in the switchboard and the Molex heads in 

the unit 

e) Terminate the twin and earth at the unit into the main terminal provided (Fig 1) 

f) Terminate the twin and earth at the switchboard into a suitable rated breaker (label the circuit 

breaker with the carbonTRACK sticker provided for identification and isolation purposes) 

g) Clamp the mains clamp/s around the main active/s taking note of the current direction indicated on 

the current clamp (if a three phase installation, check the phase rotation with a phase rotation meter 

and identify if it is standard or non-standard rotation) 

h) If a Three phase installation, the first current clamp must be clamped on the same phase the unit has 

been powered from 

i) If a Three phase installation, the second and third mains clamps must follow the first, matching the 

phase rotation (e.g. if the first clamp is on red phase, for standard phase rotation, clamp two will be 

white and clamp 3 will be blue. If it is non-standard phase rotation, clamp two will be blue and 

clamp three will be white) 

j) Plug the first mains current clamp cable into the port labelled 1 (Fig 1) 

k) If a Three phase installation Plug the second and third mains current clamp cables into the ports 

labelled 2 and 3 (Fig 1) 

l) With the units’ main switch in the off position, turn the battery switch to the on position. The light 

at the side of the unit should come on (Fig 1) 

m) Turn off the battery switch and turn on the units’ main switch and using a multimeter test for 

240V supply, the lights should be on  

n) Turn the battery switch on and leave on 

o) Test and commission unit (see, Testing and commissioning) 

p) Once the unit is successfully tested and commissioned, seal any holes made in the unit with silicone 

to maintain the IP rating and seal any switchboard holes with fire rated sealant 

 

 

4.2.4.2 SINGLE PHASE MAINS SINGLE PHASE SOLAR 
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a) Assess area around switchboard for suitable place (within 2m of switchboard) to mount the unit 

b) Mark and drill mounting holes in unit cover and drill mounting holes and 25mm hole for 

switchboard entry (in a suitable location) 

c) Run 2x Current clamps (labelled at both ends for identification e.g. 1 for mains 4 for solar) and a 

suitably sized twin and earth cable to match the rating of the circuit breaker being use to power the 

unit (not smaller than 1.5mm2). Use mechanical protection where required (corrugated conduit) 

d) Current clamps must be run with the current clamp end in the switchboard and the Molex heads in 

the unit 

e) Terminate the twin and earth at the unit into the main terminal provided (Fig 1) 

f) Terminate the twin and earth at the switchboard into a suitable rated breaker (label the circuit 

breaker with the carbonTRACK sticker provided for identification and isolation purposes) 

g) Clamp the mains clamp around the main active taking note of the current direction indicated on the 

current clamp 

h) Clamp the solar clamp around the solar active taking note of the current direction indicated on the 

current clamp (the direction of current flow is from the invertor to the main active) 

i) Plug the mains current clamp cables into the ports labelled 1 (Fig 1) 

j) Plug the solar current clamp cable into the port labelled 4 (Fig 1) 

k) With the units’ main switch in the off position, turn the battery switch to the on position. The light 

at the side of the unit should come on (Fig 1) 

l) Turn off the battery switch and turn on the units’ main switch and using a multimeter test for 240V 

supply, the lights should be on  

m) Turn the battery switch on and leave on 

n) Test and commission unit (see, Testing and commissioning)  

o) Once the unit is successfully tested and commissioned, seal any holes made in the unit with silicone 

to maintain the IP rating and seal any switchboard holes with fire rated sealant 

NOTE: Schematic is provided in Appendices 6 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.4.3 THREE PHASE MAINS SINGLE PHASE SOLAR 

(The CT100i unit cannot measure three phase mains and single phase solar) 

a) Assess area around switchboard for suitable place (within 2m of switchboard) to mount    the unit 

b) Mark and drill mounting holes in unit cover and drill mounting holes and 25mm hole for 

switchboard entry (in a suitable location) 
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c) Run 4x Current clamps (labelled at both ends for identification e.g. 1,2,3 for mains 4 for solar) and 

a suitably sized twin and earth cable to match the rating of the circuit breaker being use to power 

the unit (not smaller than 1.5mm2). Use mechanical protection where required (corrugated conduit) 

d) Current clamps must be run with the current clamp end in the switchboard and the Molex heads in 

the unit 

e) Terminate the twin and earth at the unit into the main terminal provided (Fig 1) 

f) Terminate the twin and earth at the switchboard into a suitable rated breaker, connected to the 

correct phase (label the circuit breaker with the carbonTRACK sticker provided for identification 

and isolation purposes) 

g) Using a phase rotation meter, identify if the phase rotation is standard or non-standard 

h) Clamp the mains clamps around the main actives, starting with the same phase the unit is powered 

from and the same phase the solar clamp is on taking note of the current direction indicated on the 

current clamp 

i) The second and third mains clamps must follow the first, matching the phase rotation (e.g. if the 

first clamp is on red phase, for standard phase rotation, clamp two will be white and clamp 3 will be 

blue. If it is non-standard phase rotation, clamp two will be blue and clamp three will be white) 

j) Clamp the solar clamp around one of the solar actives taking note of the current direction indicated 

on the current clamp (the direction of current flow is from the invertor to the main active) It is 

important to clamp the same phase that the CT200i unit has been powered from 

k) Plug the mains current clamp cables into the ports labelled 1,2 and 3 (Fig 1) 

l) Plug the solar current clamp cable into the port labelled 4 (Fig 1) 

m) With the units’ main switch in the off position, turn the battery switch to the on position. The 

light at the side of the unit should come on (Fig 1) 

n) Turn off the battery switch and turn on the units’ main switch and using a multimeter test for 240V 

supply, the lights should be on  

o) Turn the battery switch on and leave on 

p) Test and commission unit (see, Testing and commissioning)  

q) Once the unit is successfully tested and commissioned, seal any holes made in the unit with silicone 

to maintain the IP rating and seal any switchboard holes with fire rated sealant 

NOTE: Schematic is provided in Appendices 7 

 

4.2.4.4 THREE PHASE MAINS THREE PHASE SOLAR 

(The CT100i unit cannot measure three phase mains and three phase solar) 

a) Assess area around switchboard for suitable place (within 2m of switchboard) to mount the unit 

b) Mark and drill mounting holes in unit cover and drill mounting holes and 25mm hole for 

switchboard entry (in a suitable location) 

c) Run 4x Current clamps (labelled at both ends for identification e.g. 1,2,3 for mains 4 for solar) and 

a suitably sized twin and earth cable to match the rating of the circuit breaker being use to power 

the unit (not smaller than 1.5mm2). Use mechanical protection where required (corrugated conduit) 

d) Current clamps must be run with the current clamp end in the switchboard and the Molex heads in 

the unit 

e) Terminate the twin and earth at the unit into the main terminal provided (Fig 1) 
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f) It is important to power the CT200i unit from the same phase that the solar clamp has been clamped 

around 

g) Terminate the twin and earth at the switchboard into a suitable rated breaker, connected to the 

correct phase (label the circuit breaker with the carbonTRACK sticker provided for identification 

and isolation purposes) 

h) Using a phase rotation meter, identify if the phase rotation is standard or non-standard 

i) Clamp the mains clamps around the main actives, starting with the same phase the unit is powered 

from and the same phase the solar clamp is clamped onto, taking note of the current direction 

indicated on the current clamp 

j) The second and third mains clamps must follow the first, matching the phase rotation (e.g. if the 

first clamp is on red phase, for standard phase rotation, clamp two will be white and clamp 3 will be 

blue. If it is non-standard phase rotation, clamp two will be blue and clamp three will be white) 

k) Clamp the solar clamp around the solar active taking note of the current direction indicated on the 

current clamp (the direction of current flow is from the invertor to the main active) 

l) Plug the mains current clamp cables into the ports labelled 1,2,3 respectively (Fig 1) 

m) Plug the solar current clamp cable into the port labelled 4 (Fig 1) 

n) With the units’ main switch in the off position, turn the battery switch to the on position. The light 

at the side of the unit should come on (Fig 1) 

o) Turn off the battery switch and turn on the units’ main switch and using a Multimeter test for 240V 

supply, the lights should be on  

p) Turn the battery switch on and leave on 

q) Test and commission unit (see, Testing and commissioning)  

r) Once the unit is successfully tested and commissioned, seal any holes made in the unit with silicone 

to maintain the IP rating and seal any switchboard holes with fire rated sealant 

NOTE: Schematic is provided in Appendices 8 

4.2.5 NON-STANDARD INSTALLATIONS CT200I 

4.2.5.1 OFF PEAK (CONTROLLED) LOADS SINGLE PHASE 

Option 1 

a) Install the CT200i unit as instructed in Single phase mains and Single phase solar and single 

phase mains monitoring sections 

b) If able, when clamping the mains current clamp over the main active cable, clamp over the mains 

active before the isolation link, on the line side of the isolation link. This will measure the 

complete load drawn in the installation 

Option 2 

a) Install the CT200i unit as instructed in Single phase mains and Single phase solar and single 

phase mains monitoring sections 

b) If unable to clamp the main active cable before the isolation link, clamp both the mains active 

cable, and the controlled load active cable with the same clamp. Ensure that the current flow of 

both cables is in the same direction and clamped correctly according to the current clamps’ 

indicated direction of current flow 
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Option 3 

a) Install the CT200i unit as instructed in Single phase mains and Single phase solar and single 

phase mains monitoring sections 

b) If unable to install using option 1 or 2, run an additional current clamp 

c) The first mains clamp will be clamped on the main active only and inserted into port1 

d) The additional current clamp will be clamped on the controlled load active only and inserted into 

port 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.5.2 OFF PEAK (CONTROLLED) LOADS THREE PHASE – NO SOLAR 

Option 1 

a) Install the CT200i unit as instructed in Single or three phase mains monitoring with no solar 

(CT200i) 

b) If able, when clamping the mains current clamp over the main active cable, clamp over the mains 

active before the isolation link, on the line side of the isolation link. This will measure the 

complete load drawn in the installation 

Option 2 

a) Install the CT200i unit as instructed in Single or three phase mains monitoring with no solar 

(CT200i) 

b) If unable to clamp the main active cable before the isolation link, clamp both the mains active 

cable, and the controlled load active cable with the same clamp. Ensure that the current flow of 

both cables is in the same direction and clamped correctly according to the current clamps’ 

indicated direction of current flow 

c) Ensure you clamp the controlled load active with the correct phase main active 

Option 3 

a) Install the CT200i unit as instructed in Single phase mains and Single phase solar and single 

phase mains monitoring sections 
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b) If unable to install using option 1 or 2, run an additional current clamp 

c) The first mains clamps will be clamped on the main active only and inserted into port1, 2 and 3 

d) The additional current clamp will be clamped on the controlled load active only and inserted into 

port 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.5.3 OFF PEAK (CONTROLLED) LOADS THREE PHASE & SOLAR 

(Not suitable for CT100i unit) 

Option 1 

a) Install the CT200i unit as instructed in Single or three phase mains monitoring with no solar 

(CT200i) 

b) If able, when clamping the mains current clamp over the main active cable, clamp over the mains 

active before the isolation link, on the line side of the isolation link. This will measure the 

complete load drawn in the installation 

Option 2 

a) Install the CT200i unit as instructed in Single or three phase mains monitoring with no solar 

(CT200i) 

b) If unable to clamp the main active cable before the isolation link, clamp both the mains active 

cable, and the controlled load active cable with the same clamp. Ensure that the current flow of 

both cables is in the same direction and clamped correctly according to the current clamps’ 

indicated direction of current flow 

c) Ensure you clamp the controlled load active with the correct phase main active 

 

4.2.6 GENERAL NON-STANDARD INSTALLATIONS: 
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4.2.6.1 BATTERY STORAGE  

a) Assess area around switchboard for suitable place (within 2m of switchboard) to mount the unit 

b) Mark and drill mounting holes in unit cover and drill mounting holes and 25mm hole for 

switchboard entry (in a suitable location) 

c) Run 2x Current clamps (labelled at both ends for identification e.g. 1 for mains 4 for solar) and a 

suitably sized twin and earth cable to match the rating of the circuit breaker being use to power the 

unit (not smaller than 1.5mm2). Use mechanical protection where required (corrugated conduit) 

d) Current clamps must be run with the current clamp end in the switchboard and the Molex heads in 

the unit 

e) Terminate the twin and earth at the unit into the main terminal provided  

f) Terminate the twin and earth at the switchboard into a suitable rated breaker (label the circuit 

breaker with the carbonTRACK sticker provided for identification and isolation purposes) 

g) Clamp the mains clamp around the main active taking note of the current direction indicated on the 

current clamp 

h) Clamp the inverter current clamp around the active cable running from the switchboard to the 

inverter and from the inverter to the switchboard (clamp both cables together if there are two 

cables), there may only be 1 active cable which will be bi-directional (see Appendix 11,12,13) 

i) Plug the mains current clamp cables into the ports labelled 1  

j) Plug the inverter current clamp cable into the port labelled 4  

k)  With the units’ main switch in the off position, turn the battery switch to the on position. The light 

at the side of the unit should come on  

l) Turn off the battery switch and turn on the units’ main switch and using a multimeter test for 240V 

supply, the lights should be on  

m) Turn the battery switch on and leave on 

n) Test and commission the unit (see, Testing and commissioning)  

o) Once the unit is successfully tested and commissioned, seal any holes made in the unit with silicone 

to maintain the IP rating and seal any switchboard holes with fire rated sealant 

 

4.2.6.2 MULTIPLE SINGLE PHASE INVERTERS 

Connected into the same phase 

a) If an installation has multiple single phase invertors connected to the same phase, clamp both of the 

solar active cables with the same current clamp 

b) Ensure that the current flow of both cables is in the same direction and clamped correctly according 

to the current clamps’ indicated direction of current flow 

c) Continue with installation, treating all solar actives as a single active cable 

Connected into different phases (three phase only) 

a) If an installation has multiple single phase invertors and they are connected to different phases this 

installation cannot be measured  

b) If you have an installation of this type please call carbonTRACK tech support on 1300 288 648  
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4.2.6.3 SOLAR CONNECTED TO SUB-BOARD (E.G. SHED) 

If an installation a main switchboard and a sub-board and the solar is connected to the sub-board 

the installation will require two units.  

 First unit- Mains monitoring on main switchboard 

 Second unit- Solar monitoring on the sub-board 

These units will later be combined by the customer once they log into their account. This type of 

installation is treated as two separate installations  

a) First unit- Will be installed referring to: Single or three phase mains monitoring with no solar 

(CT100i) or Single or three phase mains monitoring with no solar (CT200i), depending on what 

unit you are using 

b) Second unit- Will be installed referring to: Single or three phase mains monitoring with no solar 

(CT100i) or Single or three phase mains monitoring with no solar (CT200i), depending on what 

unit you are using. The difference in this case is that instead of measuring mains, you are measuring 

solar. This will be distinguished later in the online commissioning. 

c) One more difference between this type of installation is, in the case of three phase solar, instead of 

only clamping one solar active, all three are clamped and plugged into ports 6,7,8 (for CT100i 

installs) and ports 1,2,3 (for CT200i installs) 

Note: There is no limit to how many units can be combined 

 

4.2.6.4 TWO PHASE MAINS 

If the installation is two phase, it must be treated as a three phase installation and follows the installation 

rules of a three phase installation 

 The only difference is that one less clamp will be used and this will also be reflected in the online 

commissioning process 

 If the installation is two phase mains and single phase solar the CT100i unit is unable to measure 

this type of installation and a CT200i unit must be used 

 

4.2.6.5 MULTIPLE SINGLE CIRCUITS 

If it is required to measure multiple single circuits (e.g. lighting only) this may be done by installing 

referring to: Single or three phase mains monitoring with no solar (CT100i) or Single or three phase mains 

monitoring with no solar (CT200i), depending on which unit you are using.  

a) In order to measure multiple circuits they must first be divided into groups of the same phase (e.g. 

all of the lighting circuits on red phase together, all of the lighting circuits on white phase 

together…) 
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b) Once the circuits have been grouped you must ensure that they are aligned so that the current flow 

of each individual cable is running in the same direction as the others 

c) Clamp the bunch of cables with a suitable sized current clamp, treating them as an individual larger 

cable.   

d) The CT100i unit can measure 3x single circuits (or 3x groups of single circuits) of different phases 

e) The CT200i unit can measure 4x single circuits (or 4x groups of single circuits) of different phases 

See picture 

4.2.7 ADDITIONAL CT200I 

4.2.7.1 SWITCHING  

Assess the switchboard for circuits that can be switched 

a) The relays the CT200i uses are N/O 20A rated relays- circuits must be 20A or less in order to be 

switched. There is a maximum of three relays per unit 

b) Examples of circuits that are suitable rated that can be switched are, lighting, power, pool-pumps, 

air conditioners, electric hot water systems… 

c) If switching air conditioning, it is important to ensure that the air conditioning unit does not fall 

back onto a stand-by setting when switched off and on again at a circuit level. Always check the 

function of an air conditioning unit before switching. The owner must be home for this to take 

place  

Once a suitable circuit has been identified and the owner agrees to have it switched you can proceed: 

a) By pass switches must be installed for each switch in parallel  

b) Run suitably sized twin active cable (1 per switch and 1 per bypass switch if external weather 

proof switch is required) from the unit to the switchboard 

c) At the unit connect the twin active into the relay/s provided (non-polarity conscious)  

d) At the switchboard end, remove the load side cable of the circuit being switched and power the 

red of the twin active from the load side of the circuit breaker. The bypass switch must also be 

powered from the load side of the circuit breaker 

e) The other cable from the twin active/s will be connected with the load cable, of the circuit being 

switched using a screw connector 

External bypass switch 

a) To install an external bypass switch, run a twin active in parallel with the relay twin active (see 

diagram) 

Circuit breaker bypass switch 

a) To install a circuit breaker bypass switch, run in parallel with the relay using suitably rated 

building wire (with-in switchboard)  

b) All Switching must be tested using both the relay and bypass switch before leaving site (see Testing 

and commissioning, Mandatory Switching test) 
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Note: Bypass switches must be fed from the same circuit breaker that controls the load being switched to 

avoid a duel feed 

NOTE: Schematic is provided in Appendices 9 & 10 

4.2.7.2 AERIAL EXTENSIONS AND ANTENNA UPGRADE 

If reception in the area is insufficient you can install an aerial extension 

AERIAL EXTENSIONS 

a) Turn the main power switch and the battery switch off, the lights should turn off 

b) Unscrew the antenna (see picture) 

c) Screw the aerial extension on 

d) Screw the antenna onto the aerial extension 

e) Turn on the units main power switch and battery switch 

ANTENNA UPGRADE 

If reception is still insufficient a larger antenna may be fitted: 

a) Disconnect both battery and 240v supple to the unit by isolating at the switches 

b) For the CT200i switch off the main power switch and the batter switch 

c) The lights should turn off 

d) Unscrew the antenna from the aerial extension 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. COMMISSIONING 
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Once the physical installation has been completed, you are ready to commission and test the unit. 

To begin the commissioning process log in to my.carbontrack.com.au using the installer login 

detains provided to you upon completing the online installer training. 

The first step is: 

5.1 ASSOCIATING UNIT WITH A CUSTOMER 

a) Search customer by selecting the search customer button and entering either first name, 

surname or reference# 

b) Once the customer is found you can select the blue link on the right of the customer’s 

name- RN0001-NEW (see fig 1) 

c) You can now search for the DIN number of the unit by selecting search for device in the 

top left hand side of the screen see fig 2 

d) The Din number should be clearly labelled 

e) On the CT100i units it will be labelled DIN 3549200301XXXXX 

f) On the CT200i units it will be labelled IMEI 8605950012XXXXX 

g) Once you have selected the correct din you can now commission the device by selecting 

Commission (see fig 2) 

c) You will be asked if you want to associate the unit 8605850012XXXXX with the customer 

(customers name), select yes and move onto Setting up unit Configuration and switching  

FIG 1 
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FIG 2 

 

5.2 SETTING UP UNIT SWITCHING AND CONFIGURATION 

a) You must complete an onsite safety check before installing a carbonTRACK unit, see Fig 

3 

FIG 3 

 

b) The next section you can set up the Device information using the customer details (Fig 4) 

 

 

FIG 4 
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c) Fill in the correct unit name (e.g. customers name), the device profile (select a profile to 

match the physical installation e.g. three phase mains and three phase solar), the time zone, 

the address (use the auto fill button labelled, use customers address) (Fig 5) 

FIG 4 

 

d) Please note that static device and enable device must be switched on 

e) Pressing next will take you to switching 

5.3 SWITCHING 

a)  If switching is required select Add Device Control  (add new fig) 
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FIG 5 

 

b) The Control Id selects which relay you will be controlling in a range of 0, 1, and 2. For 

the CT100i 0= port (9), 1= port (10), 2= port (11). For the CT200i 0= relay 1, 1= relay 2, 3= 

relay 2 

c)  The control name is the name of the circuit being switched 

d) The control type is AUX unless being used with extra switching equipment such as 

digital temperature sensors  

e)  Save this device control and repeat process for each switch being installed (Max 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4 CONFIGURATION 

a) You can now set up the device configuration by toggling on the given fields to match the physical 

installation (Fig 6) 
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FIG 6 

 

b) For example if you have installed a three phase mains and single phase solar set up, you will turn 

on the same number of current clamp toggles.  

c) Phase adjust must be switched on unless it is a single phase installation 

d) Voltage sensor must be switched on 

e) All other options must be switched off unless installed  

f) You can now set up the clamps to either usage (for monitoring mains) or generation (for monitoring 

solar) if not clamp if installed or activated in the section above, leave as N/A  

g) Once you press next it will take you to the testing section 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.5 MANDATORY MEASUREMENT TEST 

a) There are several tests you must now successfully complete to move onto the next section. The tests 

will describe what actions to take and notify you of the possible reasons a test has failed and in 

some cases how to rectify the problem (Fig 7) 
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FIG 7 

 

b) If the Comms test fails please refer to Aerial extensions Antenna upgrade section before calling 

tech support (Fig 8) 

FIG 8 

 

c) If you cannot rectify the problem the number for tech support is recorded on the testing page  

d) Once the self-run tests have passed and you have clicked next you will be asked once more if you 

would like to associate the device with the customer, if you are sure the DIN number is correct you 

can continue. You will be automatically re-directed to the profile dashboard where you can test 

switching in devices section located at the top of the page (if applicable) (Fig 9) 

FIG 9 
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5.6 MANDATORY SWITCHING TEST 

a) Using a multimeter, test for 0V with the bypass switch off, and the relay switched off on the Device 

section. 

b) Turn on the bypass switch and check for 240V, the relay must still be switched off  

c) Turn off the bypass switch and check for 0V 

d) Turn on the relay man switching the toggle on 

e) You should hear the relay click, there may be a small delay depending on your internet connection 

f) Check for 240V with the relay on and the bypass switch off 

g) It is advisable to turn the relay on and off to ensure it is functioning correctly 

h) Once testing is complete, leave the relay on 
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i) If the switched circuit does not require a timer set (e.g. lights) inform the customer that everything 

will operate normally until they control the relay from their profile 

j) If the switched circuit does require a timer (e.g. hot water) inform the customer that they can set 

this up by reading the email that is sent automatically upon successful completion of the 

commissioning process, and logging onto my.carbontrack.com.au 

k) Complete a final site check and ensure everything is clean, all covers are replaced and politely let 

the customer know that you are leaving 

 

YOUR CARBONTRACK INSTALLATION IS NOW COMPLETE 

 

If you have any issues or are unsure of any part of an installation, call carbonTRACK on      1300 288 648 
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6. HANDOVER 

6.1 DASHBOARD 

All the information that carbonTRACK collects is displayed on the my.carbontrack.com.au website or on 

the app upon customer sign in. 

This interface is called the “Dashboard”. It displays a line graph and bar graph of each circuit measured, 

enabling the customer to generate reports on specified periods and manage their switched services. 

As soon as the commissioning process is completed the customer will be sent an email with their login 

information and a temporary password, they can start using their carbonTRACK immediately! 

 

6.2 WELCOME LETTERS 

Each customer must be given a welcome pack which includes:  

p) Information booklet 

q) “What’s next?” card 

 

6.3 TARIFFS 

Ensure you inform the customer of any tariff constraints. For example, if they have an off-peak service that 

is switched by a distributor timer or ripple controller, then carbonTRACK will only be able to switch any 

off-peak loads within those times. 

 

6.4 CLEAN UP 

Ensure you have cleaned up the site and all covers and labels are attached. 

 

7. WARRANTY 

The manufacturer undertakes a 2-year manufacturer’s warranty from the date of supply and purchase of the 

products.   

For further details on warranty terms, please go to: http://carbontrack.com.au/legal/  

  

http://carbontrack.com.au/legal/
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APPENDICIES  

APPENDIX 1: UNIT SPECIFICATIONS 

CT100I SPECIFICATIONS 
 

Weight Internal: 560g, Total weight: 2kg 

Internal Unit Dimensions 208 x 208 x 46 mm 

Enclosure Dimensions 300 x 220 x 120 mm 

Operating Temperature   -20 ⁰ C to +55 ⁰ C 

Operating Voltage 100-240VAC 

External DC-In Voltage 12VDC 

Max Current   200mA (Excluding relays and pump) 

I/O Input Current (Max)   40mA 

GSM Frequency   GSM 850/900/1800/1900 Quad Band 

Maximum RF Power   GSM850/EGSM900 Class 4 (2W) 

GSM1800/GSM1900 Class 1 (1W) 

 

CT200I SPECIFICATIONS 
 

Weight Internal: 700g, Total weight: 2.5kg 

Dimensions 202.73 x 267.45 x 60 mm 

Rain Cover Dimensions 305 x 260 x 75 mm 

Operating Temperature   -20 ⁰ C to +55 ⁰ C 

Operating Voltage 240VAC 

External DC-In Voltage 5VDC – 24VDC 

Max Current   200mA (Excluding relays and pump) 

I/O Input Current (Max)   200mA 

GSM Frequency   Dual-Band: UMTS/HSDPA850(800)/2100MHz 

Maximum RF Power   Quad-Band: GSM/GPRS/EDGE850/900/1800/1900MHz 

GSM850/GSM900: 2W 

DCS1800/PCS1900: 1W 

APPENDIX 2: CT100I SINGLE PHASE MAINS & SINGLE PHASE SOLAR 
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APPENDIX 3: CT100I THREE PHASE MAINS & NO SOLAR 
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APPENDIX 4: CT100I SWITCHING & INTERNAL BYPASS SWITCH 
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APPENDIX 5: CT100I SWITCHING & WEATHERPROOF BYPASS 
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APPENDIX 6: CT200I SINGLE PHASE MAINS & SINGLE PHASE SOLAR 
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APPENDIX 7: CT200I THREE PHASE MAINS & SINGLE PHASE SOLAR 
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APPENDIX 8: CT200I THREE PHASE MAINS & THREE PHASE SOLAR 
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APPENDIX 9: CT200I SWITCHING & INTERNAL BYPASS SWITCH 
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APPENDIX 10: CT200I SWITCHING & WEATHERPROOF BYPASS 
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APPENDIX 11 - BATTERY: 1 PH MAIN/1 PH SOLAR – BI-DIRECTIONAL CABLE 
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APPENDIX 12 - BATTERY: 1 PH MAIN/1 PH SOLAR – 1 INPUT/1OUTPUT CABLE 
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APPENDIX 13 - BATTERY: 3 PH MAIN/3 PH SOLAR – BI-DIRECTIONAL CABLE 
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FIG 1: IMAGE OF CT200I INTERNALS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


